Determination of cell fate within the telencephalon.
The telencephalon (basal ganglia, septum, cerebral cortex and olfactory bulb) contains two general classes of neurons: those that project axons to distant targets and those that make only local connections. While projection neurons can be either excitatory (such as those in the olfactory bulb and cortex) or inhibitory (such as those in the striatum), local circuit neurons (interneurons) are usually inhibitory. Within these two general classes of neurons there are a myriad of cell subtypes based upon axonal and dendritic morphology, chemical markers, neurotransmitters, connectivity and physiology. A crucial issue regarding the development of the telencephalon is the molecular determination of neuronal subtypes. Since important aspects of neuronal fate determination occur within the proliferative zone, the consideration of determinants of a mature neuron's fate requires consideration of that cell's origin.